@StambridgePri
Friday 28th September 2018

Dear Families,
It was lovely to see some sunshine this week and enjoy the last few days of warmth before autumn really
begins to take a grip. We have been visited by a couple of creatures this week: Max found a dragonfly and
Oliver found a mouse. Both boys showed kindness in their concern for the creatures. Well done boys.
It was lovely to see so many families join us for our Harvest Breakfast this morning. Thank you to all those of
you who attended and those who donated food. We are still collecting items for the Women’s Refuge so
please send any donations to the office.
Enjoy the weekend

Best attendance of the week goes to
Onyx Class with 100%
Whole school attendance: 94.89%
(target 97%)
Reminder!
Water bottles: Please make sure it is only water in
bottles. Children can have juice at lunch time in their
packed lunch boxes.
Daily mile 360 miles
We have travelled through Slovenia and visited the capital
Ljubljana. Our next stop was the capital of Croatia, Zabreg.
We are now on our way to Bosnia and Herzegovina.

School Uniform
Grey trousers/grey skirt/pinafore
EYFS/Year1 White logo polo shirt
Year2- 6 white shirt and school tie
School logo jumper / cardigan
Plain black shoes no trainers
Soft soled slippers/slipper socks
P.E
Blue shorts
White logo polo shirt
Black jogging bottoms
School jumper/cardigan
Trainers/plimsoles
Uniform is COMPULSORY please ensure your child has
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Upcoming dates
Wednesday 3rd October- School Nurse drop in from 2.15pm
rd
Wednesday 3 October – Travelling Tuba at St Theresa’s
School 1.30-2.30
th
Thursday 4 October- Special Lunch – See menu attached
Next week SCHOOL DINNER MENU – Week 1

Stars of the Week
Amber – Bertie
Amethyst - Jasmin
Sapphire - Connor
Onyx – Danny Sp
Writer of the week – Daniel and Isabella
Mathematician of the week – Sophia

Awards this week
GoldsAnais and Sophia B for achievement in maths; Vinnie and Bertie for
achievement in Ukulele; Alfie for showing respect in the classroom; Sam
achievement in repeating patterns; Rocky for responsibility in forest school;
Faya for happiness; Ashton, Ava-Joyce, Sophia and Alfie B for achievement
in maths; Blake, Summer, Harvy and Sophia for service; Dylan and Poppy
for achievement in writing; Jack for amazing writing; Keira for showing
kindness; Gui for showing great attitude towards reception children;
Charley for determination doing the daily mile; Junior for respect during his
art lesson; Henry, Issy and Danny Sc for amazing effort.

This weeks 100% attendance with no late mark.
Amber Class
Chloe,Bobby, Elsie,Sam,Anais.
Amethyst Class Bailey,Lexi,Poppy,Rose,Elliot,Dylan,Jasmin, George,
Sophia,Blake, Jack,Chloe, Ashton, Ava-Joce,Willow,Harvy.
Sapphire Class
Max,George,Isla,Daniel,Lacey, Jack , Alina ,Sienna, Olivia,Kiera,
Connor,Nadine.
Onyx Class
Charley,Issy,Gui,Jessie,John,Tyler,Isabella,Isobel,Ethan, Junior,Henry,
Lillyann,Danny, Lilah.

Head Pupil corner
This week has flown by! Spanish is well under way. We have had the Harvest
breakfast. Thank you for all of you who came. The Daily Mile is getting
better and the arts and crafts for KS2 is going very well.
Have a nice weekend.

Henry & Junior 

Executive Head: Mrs L Johnson. Head of School: Mr B Saunders 01702 544369 stambridge.office@heartsacademy.uk

Sapphire Class has been creative this week writing
character descriptions of the Minotaur. They have
been impressing Mrs Henderson with their use of
powerful adjectives and prepositions. In maths the
children have continued to look at place value
representing numbers in different ways. Year 3 have
been finding ten more or less than a number and Year
4 have been comparing and ordering numbers.

This week in Onyx Class we have been writing, writing,
writing! Having been immersed in our text 'Holes' for the
past couple of weeks, we have finally had the chance to
write our own letters, trying to appeal to a judge to release
us from Camp Green Lake! Everyone has been working so
hard to improve each sentence they write; using their great
ideas and persuasive language to convince the judge they
are entirely innocent. Look out for some examples of our
super writing appearing on Class Dojo very soon! We have
also been working on our number facts in Maths, in
particular number bonds that make 1, 10 and 100. Please
keep practising these at home whenever you can!

In Amethyst class this week we have been busy writing
instructions for our chocolate dinosaur nests. Year 1 have
been learning their bonds of 5 and Year 2 have been using
their expanded method to add two 2 digit numbers.

What a busy week Amber class have had! We have been
discussing what makes a good friend and linking ideas to
our Class Rules and Hearts Values. We have even begun
writing what a good friend is using initial, medial and final
sounds we have learnt in ERR! With numbers, we have
been exploring the number two and counting on from
given numbers matching each numeral with an amount of
objects. Added to that: forest school, PE, gym trail and
particularly, the nursery children have been exploring
colours and textures making play dough and learning
amazing vocabulary alongside it. I think Amber class can
have two days off now - they have worked so hard!

